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SUMMARY

The actions of neuromodulation are thought to mediate the ability of the mammalian brain to dynamically
adjust its functional state in response to changes in the environment. Altered neurotransmitter (NT) and neu-
romodulator (NM) signaling is central to the pathogenesis or treatment of many human neurological and psy-
chiatric disorders, including Parkinson’s disease, schizophrenia, depression, and addiction. To reveal the
precise mechanisms by which these neurochemicals regulate healthy and diseased neural circuitry, one
needs to measure their spatiotemporal dynamics in the living brain with great precision. Here, we discuss
recent development, optimization, and applications of optical approaches to measure the spatial and tem-
poral profiles of NT and NM release in the brain using genetically encoded sensors for in vivo studies.
INTRODUCTION

Superimposed on the synaptic signaling that relays information

from one neuron to another, there is a large set of neuromodula-

tor (NM) signals mediated by the release of small molecules and

neuropeptides. NMs exert profound influences on the activity of

subsets of neurons, modulating global brain processes such as

arousal, attention, or emotion, and thus animal behavior.

Although the anatomical characterization and functional signifi-

cance of NM-specific projections are understood to a moderate

degree, the mechanisms by which these molecules regulate the

dynamics of healthy and diseased neural circuitry are not fully

understood. Gaining an understanding of these mechanisms re-

quires sensitive, specific, and direct measurements of the type

and magnitude of NM transients produced by their release with

requisite spatiotemporal resolution in cell culture, tissue prepa-

rations, and intact circuits.

Analytical techniques have been broadly employed to directly

measure extracellular concentrations of NMs, including neuro-

peptides, in the brain and have provided useful insights into the

actions of NMs. For example, fast-scan cyclic voltammetry

(FSCV) with carbon fiber microelectrodes can detect electro-

chemically active NMs, most notably dopamine (DA), in the nano-

molar range and on the subsecond timescale (Wightman, 2006;

Ganesana et al., 2017; Puthongkham and Venton, 2020; Venton

and Cao, 2020). Furthermore, amperometric DA detection can

provide absolute measurements, as charge is directly propor-

tional to the number of oxidized DA molecules, and aperometry

also enables quantal DA release detection at synapse in neuroen-

docrine cells such asadrenal chromaffin cells (Pothos et al., 1998).

However, FSCV-based detection of other biogenic amines,

such as norepinephrine and serotonin, can be convoluted due
to the lack of specificity of electrochemical detection (i.e., multi-

ple species are oxidized or reduced at overlapping potentials)

(Heien et al., 2003). Alternatively, microdialysis measures neuro-

chemicals in vivo, including those that are electrically inactive, by

physically collecting chemicals from the living brain for post hoc

analysis (Ungerstedt and Hallström, 1987; Kennedy, 2013; Ga-

nesana et al., 2017; Frank et al., 2019). When coupled with sen-

sitive analytical techniques, commonly mass spectrometry,

liquid chromatography, or capillary electrophoresis, nanomolar

to picomolar sensitivity can be achieved with great molecular

specificity. However, the sensitivity of analytical methods sets

limitations on the sample volume needed to detect target analy-

tes and thus the necessary sampling time.

In addition, in vivo recordings using FSCV or microdialysis

either suffer from low (compared to a submicron-scale release

site) spatial resolution due to the large probe size (5–25 mm for

carbon fiber electrodes and �100 mm for microdialysis

probes) or likely cannot access the fast and rapid neurotrans-

mitter (NT) and NM transients in synaptic clefts that occur at

millisecond scales (Rodeberg et al., 2017; Ngernsutivorakul

et al., 2018). Developments in FSCV and microdialysis have

improved the temporal resolution, chemical selectivity, sensi-

tivity, and spatiotemporal resolution and have permitted

chronic and multimodal applications via advances in probe

fabrication and detection methods (Huffman and Venton,

2009; Zhou et al., 2015; Al-Hasani et al., 2018; Yang et al.,

2015; Ngernsutivorakul et al., 2018; Seaton et al., 2020;

Feng et al., 2019b; Oh et al., 2016; Owesson-White et al.,

2016; Frank et al., 2019). For example, the sensitivity and

specificity of FSCV recordings have been improved using

alternative waveforms and data analysis (Puthongkham and

Venton, 2020; Rodeberg et al., 2016; Schmidt and McElligott,
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2019). Microlithography manufacturing of smaller microdialy-

sis probes with reduced sampling volumes (nanoliter) enables

temporal sampling resolution on the scale of a few seconds

when combined with segmentation of dialysates (Puthongk-

ham and Venton, 2020). In addition, engineered aptamers

combined with field effect transistors have also been used

to sense NMs in solutions with high specificity and sensitivity

(Nakatsuka et al., 2018). Nevertheless, despite superior sensi-

tivity or chemical selectivity, these analytic approaches are

not yet suitable to study NM release events with single cell

or synapse resolution in vivo.

Optical approaches, on the other hand, have become more

appealing to neuroscientists, as they are relatively non-invasive

and promise higher spatiotemporal resolution compared to ana-

lytic chemical methods. A large number of molecular probes,

such as small molecule dyes (e.g., radiolabeled metabolites, re-

ceptor agonists, or antagonists for positron emission tomogra-

phy imaging) (Tuominen et al., 2014) and protein-based probes,

have been developed for macro-scale imaging in vivo. For

example, paramagnetic metalloproteins areMRI contrast agents

that are amenable to protein engineering strategies for the devel-

opment of ligand-sensitive MRI probes for molecular imaging. A

family of MRI contrast agents based on bacterial cytochrome

P450-BM3 heme domain (BM3 h) has been developed and

used for quantitative, non-invasive mapping of DA release in

deep brain regions with molecular specificity and high spatio-

temporal resolution (a spatial resolution less than 100 mm and

a temporal resolution of seconds) (Li and Jasanoff, 2020; Ghosh

et al., 2018). Despite the advancement of fMRI probes and their

human compatibility, spatial and temporal resolution in opti-

mized in vivo preparations for fMRI still fall short of the threshold

required to image signaling events at single synapses by at least

two orders of magnitude.

As fluorescence microscopy systems based on one-photon

(1P) or multi-photon excitation have been developed and opti-

mized to enhance imaging depth, speed, and spatial resolution

and made accessible for routine lab applications, an array of

NT and NM probes, ranging from small molecules (e.g., fluores-

cent false NTs [Gubernator et al., 2009; Henke et al., 2018;

Meszaros et al., 2018; Rodriguez et al., 2013]), small mole-

cule-protein hybrids (e.g., EOS [Namiki et al., 2007] and Snifit

[Masharina et al., 2012]), synthetic nanosensors (e.g., near

infrared catecholamine nanosensor [Beyene et al., 2019; Jeong

et al., 2019]), cell-based sensors (e.g., CNiFERs [Muller et al.,

2014]), and protein-based approaches (e.g., i-Tango [Lee

et al., 2017]), have also been developed to be compatible

with fluorescent microscopy to study synaptic or volumn trans-

missions (for review please see Liang et al., 2015) in vitro,

ex vivo and in vivo. Recently, to further improve the imaging

resolution, fluorescence protein-based sensors that report tran-

sients of NT/NMs (e.g., dLight1 and GRAB family) have been

developed for direct, long-term imaging in vivo (for review see

Andreoni et al., 2019). Fast dissemination of these optical tools

has provided new opportunities to investigate NM release

mechanisms and biology using microscopy and fiber-photom-

etry. Here, we mainly focus on recent developments and appli-

cations of genetically encoded indicators for measuring NM

release in vivo.
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DESIGN OF GENETICALLY ENCODED INDICATORS OF
NEURAL ACTIVITY

Protein-based sensors typically consist of an analyte-binding or

sensing domain and a reporter element based on either a single

fluorescent protein (FP) or two FPs. In the case of two FP-based

sensors, the FPs have overlapping excitation and emission

spectra, and the conformational changes in the analyte-binding

or sensing domain move the two FPs into sufficient proximity for

Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) to occur between

them. In this case, the readout is a ratio of the intensities of the

two FPs or the fluorescence lifetime of the donor FP (Lindenburg

and Merkx, 2014). In the case of single FP sensors, changes in

the cellular environment detected by the analyte-binding or

sensing domain alter the chromophore environment of the FP,

leading to an increase or decrease in fluorescence intensity

(Kostyuk et al., 2019).

The main advantage of these sensors over small molecule-

based fluorophores stems from their genetic encoding, which

enables reporters to be constructed from proteins that are evolu-

tionarily designed to respond to neural activity. This allows them

to be optimized by computational modeling and directed evolu-

tion. Furthermore, they can be selectively expressed in cells with

specific anatomical connectivity or molecular properties. Finally,

these sensors can be stably expressed over long periods of time

(from days to months), allowing neuroscientists to study how

patterns of neural activity change with learning, development,

or disease progression.

The development and refinement of genetically-encoded cal-

cium (GECI) and voltage (GEVI) indicators advanced our capabil-

ities in sensor design, optimization, characterization, and valida-

tion as well as our understanding of how to apply these tools in

behaving animals (Carandini et al., 2015; Mollinedo-Gajate

et al., 2019; Panzera and Hoppa, 2019; Yang and St-Pierre,

2016; Bando et al., 2019; Broussard et al., 2014; St-Pierre

et al., 2015; Knöpfel and Song, 2019). This know-how paved

the way for the development of genetically encoded indicators

for other ligands, permitting several platforms to move efficiently

from initial concept to functional protein sensors. Indeed, recog-

nizing the power of the subsecond temporal and subcellular

spatial resolutions enabled by single-FP-based sensors, we

and others have now extended these approaches to design

genetically encoded sensors for NTs and NMs. These sensors

are generally categorized by two major ligand-binding scaffolds:

bacterial periplasmic binding proteins (PBPs) and G-protein

coupled receptors (GPCRs) (Table 1; Figures 1A and 1B).
FROM GLUTAMATE AND GABA TO
NEUROMODULATORS: PBP-BASED GENETICALLY
ENCODED INDICATORS

Microbial PBPs form a large protein superfamily that binds

numerous classes of small molecules and peptides. Ligand bind-

ing in PBPs induces a large Venus-flytrap-like conformational

change, which is highly conserved and facilitates homology

modeling for sensor design and engineering based on PBPs

without solved structures (Dwyer and Hellinga, 2004). This large

conformational change upon ligand binding serves as the basis



Table 1. Overview of Genetically Encoded Indicators for Neurotransmitters and Neuromodulators

Sensor

Scaffold

Selectivity Specificity folda Ex/Em (nm) DF/F0 max (%) EC50 (mM) Detection range

On rate

(ms)b
Off rate

(ms)b

Applications in vivo,

brain regions,

behaviors Ref.

iGluSnFR GltI, Glu 1.3 (Asp) 490/510 450c / 100d 4.9 1 mM–10 mM 15 92 C. elegans, zebrafish,

mouse

Helassa et al., 2018;

Marvin et al., 2013

SF-iGluSnFR-

A184S

GltI, Glu NA 490/510 310c / 69d 0.6 1 mM–10 mM 85 450 Mouse, ferret Marvin et al., 2018

iGluu GltI, Glu 0.1 (Asp) 490/510 380c / 170e 53 10 mM–10 mM 0.7 2.6 NA Helassa et al., 2018

iGABASnFR Pf622, GABA 55.5 (Gly) 485/510 250c / 75d 30 1 mM–10 mM �25f �60f Zebrafish, mouse Marvin et al., 2019

iAchSnFR X513-OpuBC,

ACh

35 (Ch); �1

(Nicotine)

485/510 1200c / 450d 2 0.1–100 mM �25 �60 Zebrafish, mouse Borden et al., 2020

iNicSnFR OpuBC, Nicotine �1 (ACh); 4.9 (Ch) 485/535 1450c / 300e 10 1 mM–10 mM �1000 NA NA Shivange et al., 2019

iSeroSnFR OpuC, 5-HT 8 (Tryptamine) 490/512 800c / 1700d 300 330 pm–5 mM 0.5 4 Mouse Unger et al., 2019

dLight1.1 DRD1, DA 70 (NE); 40

(epinephrine)

490/516 230e / 180d 0.33 10 nM–10 mM 10 100 Mouse Patriarchi et al., 2018

dLight1.2 DRD1, DA 70 (NE); 40

(epinephrine)

490/516 340e / 300d 0.77 10 nM–10 mM 9.5 90 Mouse Patriarchi et al., 2018

dLight1.3b DRD1, DA 70 (NE); 40

(epinephrine)

490/516 �900e 1.6 100 nM–100 mM NA NA Mouse, rat Patriarchi et al., 2018

dLight1.4 DRD4, DA 70 (NE); 40

(epinephrine)

490/516 �200e 0.004 1 nM–1 mM NA NA Mouse, rat Patriarchi et al., 2018

nLight1.3 B2AR, NE 50(DA) 490/516 �150d or e? 0.75 0.1–100 mM NA 100 Mouse Oe et al., 2020

sLigtht1.3 5-HT2A, 5-HT NQ 490/516 80d or e? 0.65 1 nM–10 mM NA NA Mouse Patriarchi et al., 2018

GRABDA1m DRD2, DA 10 (NE) 490/510 90d,e 0.13 10 nM–1 mM 80 3100 Mouse Sun et al., 2018

GRABDA1 h DRD2, DA 10 (NE) 490/510 90d,e 0.01 1 nM–10nM 110 17150 Mouse Sun et al., 2018

GRAB 5-HT 5-HT2C, 5-HT NQ 490/510 250e / 280d 0.022 1 nM–1 mM 200 3130 Mouse Wan et al., 2020

GACh2.0 M3R, ACh NQ 490/510 90d,e 2 1–100 mM 280e 760e Mouse Jing et al., 2018

GRABNE1m a2AR, NE 350 (DA) 490/510 230d,e 0.93 0.1–100 mM 72e 680e Mouse, zebrafish Feng et al., 2019a

SF-Venus-

iGluSnFR

GltI, Glu NA 515/528 200c / 66d 2.0 1 mM–10 mM NA NA Mouse Marvin et al., 2018

R-iGluSnFR1 GltI, Glu 3.5 (Asp) 562/588 �490c / �35d 1 1 mM–10 mM NA NA NA Wu et al., 2018

R-dLight1 DRD1, DA �350 (NE) 562/588 �300d or e? 0.229 0.01–100 mM 14 150 Mouse, rat Patriarchi et al., 2020

Ex, excitation wavelength; Em, emission wavelength; DF/F, maximum change in fluorescence from basal to bound states, where available measurements in vitro and in cells (human embryonic

kidney 293 [HEK] and/or neurons, as specified) are presented; EC50, apparent affinity from in situ titration in mammalian cells or dissociated neurons, unless otherwise stated; NA, data not

available; NQ, other molecules/neuromodulators did not show an appreciable effect.
athe specificity fold is expressed as the ratio between the EC50 of the target and the EC50 of other molecules causing a response in the sensor (indicated in parenthesis)
bmeasured in acute brain slice, unless stated otherwise
cmeasured in purified protein
dmeasured in dissociated neurons
emeasured in HEK293 cells
festimated from published 1 AP trace in cultured neurons
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Figure 1. Development and Application of Genetically Encoded Neurotransmitter and Neuromodulator Indicators
(A and B) The design scaffolds for NT and NM indicators are based on cognate GPCR (A) or E.coli PBP (B). Simulated structure of dLight1.1 (A) and crystal
structure of iSeroSnFR, a PBP-based serotonin sensor, without ligand binding (PDB: 6PER, B).
(C–E) Imaging DA release with dLight1.1 in behaving animals using fiber photometry.
(C) Schematic representation of fiber-photometry setup (modified from Fig 3A, Patriarchi et al., 2019).
(D) Imaging DA release in NAc triggered by optogenetics. Expression of dLight1.1 in the NAc around fiber tip location and ChrimsonR expressing axons from
ventral tegmental area (VTA) dopaminergic cells. Averaged fluorescence increase in response to optogenetic stimuli at to 5, 10, and 20 Hz photostimulation.
(E) Dynamic changes of NAc DA signaling during appetitive Pavlovian conditioning. dLight1.1 dynamics in response to conditioned (CS) and unconditioned (US)
stimuli in the first and last sessions of cue-reward learning, shown in single (gray) and averaged (blue) trials (n = 20 trials) from a single animal.

(legend continued on next page)
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for ligand sensitivity in FRET-based sensors, such as fluorescent

indicator protein for glutamate FLIPE (Okumoto et al., 2005) and

SuperGluSnFR (Hires et al., 2008) or the single-FP-based

sensors.

The design of single-wavelength PBP-based sensors is based

on inserting circularly permuted GFP (cpGFP) or other FPs into a

region of the PBP in which large ligand-induced local conforma-

tional rearrangements occur. Using this design platform, highly

sensitive sensors have been developed for maltose (Marvin

et al., 2011), organophosphorus (Alicea et al., 2011), glutamate

(Marvin et al., 2013, 2018; Helassa et al., 2018), acetylcholine

(Borden et al., 2020), glucose (Hu et al., 2018; Keller et al.,

2019; Mita et al., 2019), gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) (Mar-

vin et al., 2019), nicotine (Shivange et al., 2019), and, more

recently, the NM serotonin (Unger et al., 2019).

iGluSnFR was the first single-FP-based sensor capable of de-

tecting the most abundant excitatory NT glutamate in vitro and

in vivo with a large response and highly specific signal (Marvin

et al., 2013). iGluSnFR was developed by inserting cpGFP into

a loop of the interdomain hinge region of the glutamate trans-

porter protein GltI from E. coli, which shares significant homol-

ogy to the glutamate-binding domain from ionotropic glutamate

receptors. A critical challenge in developing iGluSnFR (or

designing any single-FP-based sensors) is to determine the

optimal insertion site in Gltl for cpGFP. This can be achieved

by analyzing changes in the dihedral-bond angle of alpha car-

bons (i.e., bond angle formed by four sequential amino acids)

upon ligand binding. To maximize the dynamic range and ki-

netics of fluorescence changes in response to glutamate bind-

ing, linker regions between Gltl and cpGFP were optimized via

site-saturated mutagenesis (SSM). Because of the close prox-

imity of the linkers to the chromophore, those linkers are well sit-

uated tomodify chromophore-solvent access and the stability of

apo and bound conformations (Akerboom et al., 2012; Nakai

et al., 2001). Recent protein engineering efforts have significantly

improved the kinetics and affinity of iGluSnFR to broaden the dy-

namics and concentration range of detectable glutamate tran-

sients, thus permitting reliable in vivo optical measurements in

single boutons and dendritic spines (Helassa et al., 2018). Color

variants of iGluSnFR were produced by replacing cpEGFP with

cpAzurite, cpTurqouise2, cpVenus, and cpmApple (Marvin

et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2018). These variants promise fast imaging

with affordable fixed wavelength femtosecond lasers and pro-

vide new opportunities for multiplex imaging in conjunction

with other probes.

The development of iGluSnFR and improved variants taught

us how to perform sensor optimization, characterization, and

validation for imaging NTs in behaving animals, which paved

the way for the development and optimization of other PBP-

based sensors. For example, the GABA sensor iGABASnFR,

derived from Pseudomonas fluorescens Pf622, permits
(F and G) Two-photon imaging of DA transients during a visuomotor association
(F) Example fluorescence images show dLight1.2 expression pattern for different
2/3. The computationally defined regions of interests (ROIs), colored based on the
locations (square).
(G) Single-session fluorescence transients of the highlighted ROIs highlighted in
(H) Significantly more reward-related responses are seen in deeper layers. Popula
(L1) and layer 2/3 (L2/3) of area M1 sorted by the three response types (see G, *
recording of GABA transients in mouse brains (in hippocampal

slices and visual cortex) during epileptic seizures induced with

pilocarpine and in zebrafish cerebellum during motor activity

(Marvin et al., 2019). The ATP sensor iATPSnFR is based on

the epsilon subunit of the F0F1-ATP synthase from Bacillus sub-

tilis and permits detection of changing levels of ATP in the

cytosol of HEK cells, neurons, and astrocytes (Lobas et al.,

2019). In addition, a PBP-based sensor for acetylcholine,

iAChSnFR, was developed using the choline-binding OpuBC

protein from Thermoanaoerobacter spX513, which shows large

fluorescence changes, fast kinetics, and insensitivity to most

cholinergic drugs and has been applied in vivo in mice, fish, flies,

and worms (Borden et al., 2020).

With advances in ligand-redesign strategy, PBP-based sen-

sors can now be redesigned to bind to other molecules of inter-

est when naturally occurring PBPs are not available. Using SSM

combined with rational design, a highly sensitive sensor for nico-

tine, iNicSnFR, was developed through optimization of the bind-

ing site and the linkers between OpuBC and cpGFP. The result-

ing iNicSnFR shows a 10-fold increase in fluorescence (in vitro)

upon nicotine binding and was used to observe for the first

time the dynamics of nicotine entry into the endoplasmic reticu-

lum, a phenomenon connected to the ‘‘inside-out’’ pathway of

upregulation of acetylcholine receptors (AchRs) that contributes

to drug dependency (Shivange et al., 2019).

To design binding pockets for structurally unrelated mole-

cules, statistical machine learning combined with computational

design has been applied to guide an SSM pipeline to radically

alter the binding pocket specificity. Using this strategy, we

developed the first PBP-based 5-HT (serotonin) sensor (iSer-

oSnFR) by redesigning the binding pocket of iAChSnFR, which

confers >5,000-fold improvement in 5-HT affinity while elimi-

nating choline and Ach binding. iSeroSnFR has a maximal

�17-fold fluorescence increase upon 5-HT binding and kinetics

in themillisecond range. iSeroSnFR enables imaging of 5-HT dy-

namics associated with electrically evoked release in brain slices

and single-trial behaviorally triggered endogenous release in

freely movingmice. As iSeroSnFR can be targeted intracellularly,

it is ideal for use with the oscillating stimulus transporter assay

(OSTA) to measure human serotonin transporter (hSERT)-medi-

ated transport. The combination of iSeroSnFR and OSTA pro-

vides a faithful, high-spatiotemporal resolution method for longi-

tudinal measurement of bidirectional serotonin transport and

drug effects. This assay will facilitate characterization of the pre-

cise mechanisms through which SERT traffics 5-HT in its many

physiological settings and could enable screening for pharmaco-

logical modulators of SERT activity (Unger et al., 2019).

Future engineering efforts of PBP-based sensors are ex-

pected to expand the set of detectable NMs, such as DA, NE,

and neuropeptides (NPs), improve sensitivity and dynamic

range, and extend the color palette. Though it is possible to
task.
mice and recording locations: M1 cortex, layer 1 and layer 2/3; FrA cortex, layer
ir response type, are overlaid. Dorsal view of themouse cortex with the imaging

(F).
tion data showing the number of ROIs with significant dLight transients in layer 1
p < 0.05, Binomial test) (Figures 1C–1H modified from Patriarchi et al., 2018).
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reengineer the specificity and affinity of binding pockets of

PBPs, it is not an easy task. Therefore, other monoamine or

NP-binding proteins should be explored as scaffolds for sensor

engineering. Recently, a monoamine-binding lipocalin protein

was used to engineer a fast, high-affinity 5-HT sensor (G-

GESS) (Zhang et al., 2020). This elegant work opens new doors

for NT- and NM-sensor engineering using other scaffolds.

Finally, exploring the various genetic targeting strategies to

enrich the sensors on membranes or at synapses will greatly in-

crease the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and extend their appli-

cations.

GPCR-BASED GENETICALLY ENCODED INDICATORS

To enable direct and specific measurements of diverse types of

NMs with the necessary spatiotemporal resolution, it is advanta-

geous to design a sensor with molecular specificity, affinity, and

kinetics similar to endogenous receptors. G-protein coupled re-

ceptors (GPCRs) are native NM targets and consist of a large su-

perfamily of membrane proteins. Although each class has

different functions, the structural features are conserved: each

GPCR has seven transmembrane helices (TM1–TM7), three

extracellular loops (ECL1–ECL3), an extracellular N terminus

composing the ligand binding site (the most structurally variable

part of the protein), three intracellular loops (ICL1–ICL3), and an

intracellular C terminus that couples to effector proteins (Venka-

takrishnan et al., 2013). When bound to a ligand, a cascade of

conformational rearrangements occurs within the transmem-

brane helices, which leads to the largest motion in TM6 and tran-

sition of ICL3 from a disordered to an ordered state, a crucial

step in recruiting G-proteins (Hilger et al., 2018; Sarkar et al.,

2019; Weis and Kobilka, 2018; Manglik et al., 2015). These

conformational changes were exploited by pharmacologists

and structural biologists to drive movements of FPs and reveal

mechanistic details of GPCR protein activation, kinetics, and

drug response (Kauk and Hoffmann, 2018; Masureel et al.,

2018; Liu et al., 2019b, 2020; Huang et al., 2020; Manglik et al.,

2016; Krumm and Roth, 2020). The conformational changes of

GPCRs have also been used to engineer sensors. For example,

an FP acting as a FRET donor (e.g., CFP) inserted in ICL3 and a

second FP acting as a FRET acceptor (e.g., YFP) linked to the C

terminus can generate a FRET-based sensor. Relative motions

of the loop and the C terminus upon ligand binding induce

FRET between CFP and YFP. The conformational change of

membrane receptors has been previously explored to engineer

voltage indicators (Siegel and Isacoff, 1997).

Similarly, we leveraged such conformational changes to

design an NM sensor based on protein engineering of the

cognate GPCRs (Patriarchi et al., 2018). The ligand specificity,

affinity, and binding kinetics that have evolved in the GPCR fam-

ily provide a universal platform to design sensors for nearly any

desired NM or drug. Using this design platform, we engineered

dLight1, a suite of intensity-based genetically encoded indica-

tors for DA, by replacing the ICL3 of various DA receptors with

cpGFP, which maximizes the coupling of conformational

changes of the receptor upon ligand binding to fluorescence

changeswithout interfering withmembrane trafficking (Patriarchi

et al., 2018). The dLight1 family consists of six sensors based on
22 Neuron 108, October 14, 2020
three signaling-inert DA receptors (DRD1, DRD2, andDRD4) with

broadly tunable affinity, dynamic range, and fast kinetics (milli-

seconds) to probe DA transients across the pM–mM range.

dLight1 offers fast temporal resolution, matching that of electro-

chemical methods for detecting monoamines, while also

providing cellular or subcellular resolution and high molecular

specificity (Figure 1C). These properties of dLight1 enable robust

and chronic detection of physiologically or behaviorally relevant

DA transients, opening new doors to study how NMs govern

rapid changes in activity and brain state (Augustine et al.,

2019; Mohebi et al., 2019; de Jong et al., 2019; Robinson

et al., 2019; Dong et al., 2019). Using a similar design platform,

we also engineered indicators based on inert GPCRs for other

NMs, including norepinephrine, serotonin, melatonin, and opi-

oids (Patriarchi et al., 2018, 2019; Oe et al., 2020).

Using a similar approach, Sun et al. also developed the GPCR-

activation-based DA sensor series (GRABDA) based on DRD2

(Sun et al., 2018). dLight1 and GRABDA use different linkers

and ICL3 insertion sites, leading to different sensor properties.

The GRAB family was recently enlarged by developing probes

for norepinephrine (Feng et al., 2019a), serotonin (Wan et al.,

2020), and acetylcholine (Jing et al., 2018) (GRABNE, GRAB5-

HT, and GRABAch) based on alpha-adrenergic receptor, seroto-

nin 2C receptor, and human muscarinic receptor 3, respectively,

as sensing moieties. These sensors are also suitable for in vivo

imaging of NMs and thus greatly expanded the toolbox of NM

sensors. Compared to dLight1, in which the whole ICL3 was re-

placed with cpGFP, GRAB sensors contain a partial ICL3, which

may not completely suppress downstream signaling as evi-

denced by a weak activation of the Gq-dependent calcium

signaling pathway observed in GRABACh. A side-by-side com-

parison of sensors’ properties between dLight and GRAB family

under exactly the same experimental condition across various

species will provide useful information for users.

GPCR-based sensors only report the location and timing of

transient NM exposure: they are signaling-inert (e.g., they do

not or minimally engage either G-protein or beta-arrestin path-

ways) and respond with a change in fluorescence. Because

the response is intrinsic to the sensor itself and does not depend

on downstream coupling, it is possible to obtain useful informa-

tion even with sensors expressed at levels higher than that of the

endogenous GPCR or in cells that do not normally express the

receptor. In cell culture, we estimated that dLight1 is overex-

pressed by at least 10-fold relative to endogenous GPCRs,

and that this is necessary to achieve sufficient SNRwith available

imaging methods. As overexpressing any sensor might perturb

endogenous signaling by buffering the ligand and reducing its

availability at endogenous receptors, end users must carefully

evaluate each sensor’s potential effect on intracellular signaling,

circuit activity, and behavior in the conditions and brain regions

of their experiments.

PROS AND CONS OF PBP- AND GPCR-BASED NM
SENSORS

Although the abundance of natural GPCRs with a diversity of li-

gands is advantageous for sensor design, these GPCR-based

sensors cannot be used to examine the effects of
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pharmacological compounds known to bind to parent receptors.

In addition, as mentioned above, a sensor with similar ligand af-

finity as endogenous receptors may interfere with endogenous

signaling pathways, which is a particular concern with long-

term expression. Furthermore, GPCR-based sensors can only

be expressed on membranes, preventing their use for optical

measurements of neurochemicals in arbitrary cellular and extra-

cellular compartments, as necessary to study, for example, NM/

NT transport and diffusion.

These limitations of GPCR-based sensors can be potentially

mitigated by PBP or other protein-scaffold-based sensors that

are bio-orthogonal to neurons (i.e., do not have evolutionarily

selected endogenous binding partners due the absence in eu-

karyotic genomes) and have structurally unique binding pockets.

In addition, PBPs are typically stable andwell-tolerated when ex-

pressed in other cell types, and the availability of genomes from

hyperthermophiles allows the facile discovery of incredibly sta-

ble homologs for most given PBPs. PBP-based sensors are sol-

uble and can be expressed in cytosol or readily targeted tomem-

branes by fusing to a transmembrane domain (e.g., PDGFR) or to

other subcellular locations using various targeting strategies. In

addition, they are amenable to high-throughput screening in

bacteria and easily allow detailed characterization in purified

protein, including biophysical and structural determination (Mar-

vin et al., 2011, 2013, 2018). Beyond the general features dis-

cussed here, we summarize the biophysical properties and per-

formance of both sensor classes in Table 1. With the effort to

expand the toolbox of NT/NM sensors via optimization, together

with systematic characterization using various imaging modality

across species, sensor engineers will provide rich resources for

the end users to pick the one that best fits their application.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR CHOOSING THE
MOST APPROPRIATE SENSOR

For end users, choosing the most appropriate sensor at the start

of a project is paramount. No one sensor alone can fill the needs

of every application. Sensor selection should take into consider-

ation technical experimental conditions such as light source,

fluorescence acquisition method (1P, fiber photometry, two-

photon, etc.) and speed, camera, and image analysis algorithms

aswell as biological conditions such as expected ligand concen-

trations and the cell type or model organism. To maximize the

SNR, the intrinsic properties of a sensor such as its expression

level, affinity, and dynamic range need to be matched to the

time-course, frequency, and concentration of release events in

the brain region. Furthermore, when studying transmitters that

act in a point-to-point manner—i.e., from a presynaptic terminal

to a typically physically associated postsynaptic terminal—it

may be necessary to visualize NT/NM release at each synapse

individually. In other cases, in particular for transmitters that

accumulate in and diffuse through the extracellular space and

thus signal via volume transmission, it may be sufficient to

examine the ‘‘bulk’’ signal generated by NT/NM release from

many terminals. For these volume-transmitting NMs (such as

DA in the striatum), it is thought that the joint action of many

release sites mediates physiologically relevant signaling, making

the need to study individual release sites less important from a
functional point of view. Nevertheless, even for these NMs, the

ability to detect release at individual terminals will enable bio-

physical and biochemical studies of their vesicular release

mechanisms. Because each system, brain region, and cell type

may have different NT/NM release patterns, a sensor with high

sensitivity in one setting might not be the best fit in another. A

good rule of thumb is to characterize several sensors in the

context of a specific application, as they each have different

strengths and weaknesses. Here we discuss several practical

criteria that users may wish to consider.

The apparent sensitivity of a sensor convolves together multi-

ple biophysical parameters, most importantly apparent affinity or

EC50, dynamic range (Fmax/Fmin), on- and off-kinetics, and

expression level. Specifically, a large dynamic range increases

the effective concentration over which the sensor is useful.

Fast on-kinetics typically increase the response to a given ana-

lyte transient, whereas fast off-kinetics decrease analyte buff-

ering. In addition, higher expression level increases SNR but

also increases buffering. An ideal sensor has fast on- and off-

rates such that it is in near-instantaneous equilibrium with its

ligand, rapidly couples ligand-binding to fluorescence changes,

and provides high SNR signals despite being expressed at levels

that bind an insignificant amount of the ligand. Furthermore, it

has high molecular specificity and is insensitive to changes in

concentrations of untargeted NTs, NMs, and metabolites. Hav-

ing these desired properties would render the sensor quite suc-

cessful in the sensitive detection of transients (even at low con-

centrations) without perturbing endogenous signaling.

Any exogenously expressed protein has the potential to over-

whelm protein production machinery or interfere with endoge-

nous signaling pathways (Palmer et al., 2011). Therefore, end

users should first optimize the expression level of the sensor to

maximize SNR under their imaging conditions. Expression level

should always be as low as possible while still maintaining

enough photon budget (i.e., not require more photons than can

be used without inducing significant photodamage or photo-

bleaching). To accomplish this, users may wish to explore multi-

ple promoters such as synapsin, CAG, or CaMKII, regulatory se-

quences, and transduction methods (e.g., different viral

serotypes and titers, stereotaxic techniques, or transgenic lines)

and examine expression levels over time.

The desire to obtain a high SNR typically leads to the develop-

ment of high-affinity sensors. However, high affinity is a double-

edged sword, as broad expression of such sensors may buffer a

large fraction of the ligand, thus dampening the amplitude and

prolonging the duration of transients of free ligand available to

bind endogenous receptors. In this regard, the relatively new

field of NT/NM sensing can learn from the long and fruitful history

of experimentation with fluorescent calcium indicators (Rose

et al., 2014; Steinmetz et al., 2017; Yang et al., 2018). Because

of the perturbations of calcium transients induced by calcium

buffers, experiments that measure calcium transients and those

that examine the cellular consequences of these transients are

typically done separately—i.e., one does not typically try to mea-

sure calcium accumulation and study calcium-dependent pro-

cesses at the same time (Neher and Augustine, 1992). However,

we do not generally know if the buffer capacities of NT/NM sen-

sors are functionally significant and perturb the transients of
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endogenous molecules in meaningful ways. For many sensors

we do not know if the kinetics of the fluorescent signal are limited

by (1) the on- and off-rates of NT/NM binding to the sensor, (2)

slow conformational changes in the sensor downstream of

ligand binding, or (3) the kinetics of exposure to the NT/NM in

the extracellular space. One hopes that (3) is true, permitting

the direct estimation of NT/NM transients from fluorescence

changes.

In the quest for an optimal sensor, GPCR-based and PBP-

based scaffolds provide different advantages. GPCR-based

sensors leverage the high evolutionary specificity of the parent

GPCR for the ligand of choice, and thus naturally provide high

specificity and useful affinities within the physiological range

from pM to low mM. However, they suffer from relatively low dy-

namic ranges and relatively slower sensor kinetics (for detailed

discussion about limitations of dLight1 and variants, please

see Patriarchi et al., 2019; Mizuno et al., 2019; Table 1). In the

case of GRAB family, some high-affinity variants of GRABDA or

GRAB5-HT display off kinetics in the range of several seconds,

which may cause ligand buffering by binding a significant frac-

tion of the releasedmolecules (Wan et al., 2020). Luckily, an array

of naturally occurring GPCRs typically exist for each ligand,

providing the possibility of creating multiple sensors with

different properties, such as the dLight1 and GRABDA families,

which arose from different receptors with various affinities

for DA.

In contrast, most PBP-based sensors typically have affinities

for their ligands that are in the mM range, which is high compared

to the extra-synaptic concentration of many NMs/NTs, and offer

large dynamic ranges due to their Venus-flytrap-like closure

upon ligand binding. However, they require significant engineer-

ing to optimize the affinities and specificities. Furthermore, as

evolutionarily selected PBPs may not exist for many NT/NMs,

challenging redesign of a binding pocket may be necessary.

For both PBP- and GPCR-based sensors, it is necessary to

determine a ‘‘sweet spot’’ at which the expression level maxi-

mizes the SNR while minimizing cellular and signaling perturba-

tions. The best-characterized NT/NM sensors from a biophysical

perspective are iGluSnFR and related glutamate reporters. The

observation that expression of glutamate sensors at levels suffi-

cient to visualize individual release events does not appear to

impact the size of AMPA-receptor-mediated post-synaptic cur-

rents suggests that their buffer capacity is, in this case, not sig-

nificant. This may be the case because (1) ionotropic glutamater-

gic transmission occurs across a narrow synaptic cleft; (2) it is

mediated by the release of a relatively large number of NT mole-

cules per vesicle (�3000) that likely greatly outnumbers the num-

ber of NT sensors (as it does the number of glutamate receptors,

�1–100 s); (3) the NT transient is very short lived (300–500micro-

seconds), possibly preventing glutamate binding to NT sensor

from reaching equilibrium; and (4) there is little NT sensor in the

space sampled by glutamate as it diffuses to its receptors.

On the other hand, for the study of volume signaling NMs such

as DA, serotonin, and neuropeptides, the situation may be

different. Sensors for these NMs are typically expressed under

neuron-specific or ubiquitous promoters without targeting spe-

cific cell classes, and they typically traffic throughout the plasma

membrane. Thus, the sensor is not placed at the site of action or
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of high concentration of the monitored NT/NM. Since the con-

centration of NM reached in the extra-synaptic space is low,

and the number of sensors present along the diffusion path

from release site to endogenous receptor may be large, the

buffer capacity of the sensor may be high. This is made more

likely by the use of high-affinity sensors to detect the low con-

centrations of NT/NMs such that the sensors may bind a signif-

icant fraction of the released molecules, decreasing the ampli-

tude and increasing the duration of their transients. Subcellular

targeting to soma, axons, and dendrites using genetic strategies

can increase the SNR of calcium and voltage sensors (Broussard

et al., 2018; Piatkevich et al., 2019). Similar strategies may be

adapted to target NT/NMs to synapses, which will not only

improve SNR by eliminating baseline brightness from regions

without release but also provide an efficient solution for facile

segmentation in image processing.

A recent study using simulations and electrophysiological re-

cordings indicated that even if glutamate sensors do not alter

synaptic glutamate receptor activation, the buffer capacity of

the sensor does alter glia glutamate transporter currents, indi-

cating an effect on extracellular glutamate diffusion and lifetime

that likely impacts extra-synaptic receptor activation (Armbrus-

ter et al., 2016). One general way to test if such effects are

caused by fast NM/NT sensors is to examine if the duration of

the fluorescence transient (or ideally the physiological receptor

response) depends on the level of expression of the sensor

(Tang and Yasuda, 2017; Lee et al., 2017). Alternatively, one

could compare physiological properties of cells (such as resting

potentials, membrane resistance, and capacitance) and the

signaling cascades downstream of endogenous NM receptors

(such as cyclic AMP [cAMP] levels, calcium transients, kinase

activation, or GIRK channels) with and without sensor in the tis-

sue. Lastly, one could examine if a behavioral or physiological ef-

fect of NT/NM release is diminished by expression of the sensor;

however, this requires precise knowledge of the site of action of

the NT (e.g., knowing that a particular form of DA reinforcement

quantitatively depends on the action of DA specifically at the site

of DA sensor expression).

CONSIDERATIONS FOR SENSOR DEVELOPERS

To engineer a GPCR- or PBP-based intensiometric sensor, the

optimal insertion site of cpGFP should maximize the coupling

of fluorescence changes to conformational changes induced

by ligand binding. The sensitivity of a sensor depends onmultiple

biophysical parameters, which include dynamic range, apparent

affinity, and expression level. A sensor with low affinity but high

dynamic range is preferred and offers both great sensitivity

and fast kinetics with a possibly reduced buffering effect. As

there is no sensor that can fit all applications, it is necessary to

develop a suite of sensors with various combinations of dynamic

range and apparent ligand affinity. Although a prototype sensor

may be relatively quick to develop, sensor optimization is an iter-

ative process and requires a high-throughput pipeline to screen

sensor properties such as brightness, dynamic range, kinetics,

and apparent affinity.

SSM combined with rational or in silico design or guided by

machine learning is effective to optimize sensor properties
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such as brightness, dynamic range, kinetics, and affinity. With

the availability of more advanced machine learning models and

high-resolution structures of GPCRs or PBPs, it will be useful

to incorporate machine learning predictions back into biophysi-

cal protein redesign, for example, using Rosetta, to improve the

accuracy of prediction and prioritizing of amino acid positions

and compositions for sensor optimization. However, as single

mutations may only offer small improvements and combinations

may give better outcomes, the mutational effects may not be ad-

ditive. Therefore, performing SSM at each site separately cannot

cover sufficient sequence space to radically change sensor per-

formance. Radical improvements require simultaneous interro-

gation of multiple sites that are spatially distributed, which de-

mands an efficient, high-throughput screening platform.

Mammalian cell line or neuron-based screening platforms com-

bined with robotics or single-cell microfluidics for optimizing cal-

cium or membrane-voltage sensors provide cellular resolution

conditions that are for ultimate utility in vivo (Wardill et al.,

2013; Villette et al., 2019; Piatkevich et al., 2018). Recently, an

in situ engineering method using CRISPR-Cas9 editing technol-

ogy has been used to generate a diversified protein library in

mammalian cells to screen pH-resistant FPs (Erdogan et al.,

2020). Combing photolysis of caged NMs, these methods can

be readily used for large-scale screening of many types of NT/

NM sensors with improved properties, especially for GPCR-

based sensors that are not amenable to high-throughput

screening in E.coli as was done for calcium and PBP-based sen-

sors. The large datasets generated from high-throughput

screeningwill strengthen themachine learning guided approach,

increasing accuracy and reliability of predictions.

To balance throughput and in vivo predictability, with the goal

of finally demonstrating the capability of these sensors in living

animals, it is important to perform systematic characterization

of multiple biophysical properties (e.g., photophysical proper-

ties, molecular and pharmacological specificity, apparent affin-

ity, dynamic range, and kinetics) in mammalian cells, in dissoci-

ated neuronal culture, and in acute brain slices. As the

performance of a sensor in vitro may be correlated poorly with

that in a more intact preparation, it is important to demonstrate

its in vivo utility in probing behaviorally relevant NM release

(see Patriarchi et al., 2019; Mizuno et al., 2019). The one- or

two-photon imaging of responses to electrical stimuli in acute

brain slices combined with pharmacological manipulations cap-

tures many aspects of sensor performance, such as sensitivity,

specificity, and kinetics, while allowing a moderate throughput.

Owing to its greater imaging depth, motion artifacts, and hemo-

dynamics, in vivo imaging has more challenging SNR require-

ments. Therefore, it is necessary to confirm the performance of

the best candidates in response to behavior or optogenetic/che-

mogenetic stimuli in vivo using multiple imaging modalities (e.g.,

fiber photometry, 1P, and multi-photon microscopy). To exclude

the possible artifacts due to sensor’s sensitivity to pH/microen-

vironment or hemodynamics, it is necessary to engineer and

characterize a control sensor with ablated ligand binding. Alter-

natively, a second-best option is to use GFP fluorescence as a

control, but this does not place the fluorophore in the same envi-

ronment as the sensor. Finally, to better help end-users choose

the most appropriate sensor, the in vivo performance of sensors
based on different scaffolds can be compared, but this must be

done under identical conditions (e.g., promoter, expression time

and level, brain regions, cell type, and stimuli).
THE CHALLENGES OF QUANTITATIVE ANALYSES OF
NM TRANSIENTS

In certain cases, the analysis of fluorescence transients from

NM/NT sensors can be straightforward. PBP-based glutamate

sensors have sufficient dynamic range, fast kinetics, low affinity,

and brightness to report glutamate release at dendrites, individ-

ual spines, or axons combined with standard (Marvin et al., 2018)

or random access two-photon laser-scanning microscopy (He-

lassa et al., 2018) and kilohertz two-photon approaches, such

as scanned line angular projection (SLAP), free-space angular-

chirp-enhanced delay (FACED), or combined with direct wave-

front sensing (Kazemipour et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2020; Liu

et al., 2019a; Figure 2). Synaptically released glutamate gener-

ates a rapidly rising followed by an exponentially decaying fluo-

rescence transient with a time constant of a fewms (Kazemipour

et al., 2019; Helassa et al., 2018). Since, as described above,

these sensors have fast kinetics and relatively low affinity, the

size of the fluorescence transient approximately tracks the

amount of released glutamate in a linear range. Nevertheless,

the decay constant is more likely to reflect the dissociation rate

of glutamate from the sensor rather than the time course of gluta-

mate clearance. Therefore, imaging analysis typically consists of

fitting exponentials to the fluorescence transients associated

with each release event and extracting the amplitude and time

constant of the fit. Furthermore, it is possible to increase SNR

by image segmentation to limit the collection of fluorescence

arising from sensors on the plasma membrane.

Unfortunately, many other PBP-based NM sensors have not

been highly optimized, and GPCR-based sensors are not suffi-

ciently fast and linear to be used in a similar manner. Such opti-

mization will be particularly valuable for the study of NMs and

neuropeptides, for which the release machinery and conditions

necessary for release are poorly understood and for which it is

unclear if release is regulated at the level of individual terminals.

For imaging bulk signaling NMs, such as DA, single trial analysis

is still possible with a variety of imaging and bulk fluorescence

approaches (e.g., fiber photometry), but single vesicle release

events at individual terminals are typically not visualized.

It is important to note that all fluorescent sensors generate sig-

nals that are low-pass filtered versions of the probed signals. As

NT/NM release is a near-instantaneous event whereas the

released molecules have some non-zero lifetime in the extracel-

lular space, the time course of NT/NM signaling is, by definition,

a low-pass filtered version of the release events. This makes it

necessary to carefully consider the kinetics of targeted signaling

molecules compared to that of the sensor when performing

cross-correlation studies. For example, the cross-correlation of

two low-pass filtered signals is artificially increased compared

to the cross-correlation of the raw signals (Smith and H€ausser,

2010), but the cross-correlation of a filtered signal with its own

underlying raw signal continuously heads to zero as the filtering

increases (Sabatini, 2019).
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Figure 2. Kilohertz Imaging of Glutamate Release In Vivo
(A–C) Imaging glutamate release and neuronal calcium in sparsely label pyramidal neurons with SF-venus.iGluSnFR.A184S and jRGECO in response to eight
directions of drifting grating motion stimuli using SLAP. Modified from Figure 4 of Kazemipour et al., (2019).
(B) Example raster image of dendrite in visual cortex co-expressing jRGECO1a (red) and SF-Venus.iGluSnFR.A184S (cyan). Pixelwise orientation tuning maps for
each sensor shown on the right panel. Hue denotes preferred orientation. Saturation denotes orientation selectivity indices (OSI). Intensity denotes response
amplitude. Scale bar, 10 mm.
(C) Tuning curves for ROI outlined in (B) showed similar tuning at the spine but distinct responses in the shaft.
(D) kHz imaging of glutamate in cultured neurons and in V1 of awake mice labeled with iGluSnFR in vivo using FACED. Modified from Supplementary Figure 6 of
Wu et al. (2020).
(E) Imaging glutamate release with SF-venus-iGluSnFR.A184S from thalamocortical axons during active tactile sensing using two-photon imaging combinedwith
direct wavefront sensing. Modified from Figure 3 of Liu et al., 2019a. Example axon images for the B2 vibrissa cortical column. Left panel: a 175-mm-thick
projection in the x–z plane for one animal and the density (yellow) as an average over all images. Middle panel: time-dependent signal of glutamate release in
various layers. Right panel: glutamate responses throughout the measurable depth of the cortical columns for the C1, C2, B2, and B3 vibrissae are shown as a
population average of the peak amplitude of the signal per axon.
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Finally, signals from NT/NM reporters can be difficult to

compare quantitatively across conditions. Fluorescence tran-

sients are often normalized for comparison by calculating DF/

F0 = (F(t)�F0)/F0 (i.e., the change in fluorescence relative a base-

line value F0). This requires defining a baseline and, by

comparing the normalized value across conditions, imposes

the assumption that the baseline is constant. However, this

can confound comparisons of the amplitude of transients
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evoked by behavior across recording sessions or animals, as

the baseline can change across time, recording site, expression

level, or optical fiber autofluorescence. Furthermore, for most re-

porters the ‘‘baseline’’ value in the absence of the sensed mole-

cule is very low, making the F0 term noisy. Dividing by such a

noisy value introduces strong nonlinear perturbations as it turns

normal distributions into long-tailed log-normal distributions.

Other approaches to process the signal before comparison
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across time or condition, such as normalizing to an inert fluores-

cence source in the tissue or calculating z-scores or d-prime,

can also be problematic due to wavelength-dependent light ab-

sorption by tissue and blood, differential contributions, and

bleaching of signal and autofluorescence from glass and tissue.

The assumption in these approaches is that large transients

related to behavioral events are dominant compared to the noise

and emerge naturally by mean-subtracting signals normalized to

their standard deviation. However, the signal baseline and its

variance depend on imaging conditions and transgene expres-

sion and are differentially affected by illumination intensity.

Furthermore, differential bleaching of the fluorophore and of au-

tofluorescence (tissue and glass) make it necessary to perform

these corrections on signals detrended for bleaching or in a roll-

ing window. An alternative approach, which assumes some sta-

tionarity of responses across time, is to use dynamic range

normalization—i.e., over a rolling window, define a range of

signal from 0 to 1, corresponding to, for example, from the 1st

percentile to the 99th percentile of the signal, and then use this

normalized signal to average and compare across conditions.

For all these reasons, best practices for quantification and com-

parison of NM/NT sensor fluorescence transients are still being

formulated, and strict controls for signal generation (e.g., record-

ings with point mutants that abolish the NT/NM-dependent sig-

nals), acquisition (e.g., parallel recordings of NT/NM-inert fluoro-

phores), and analysis (e.g., shuffled controls and boot-strapping)

are necessary.

WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED FROM IN VIVO OPTICAL
RECORDING USING GENETICALLY ENCODED
INDICATORS

In the past decade, optical approaches have provided insights in

the biology of NM release. Here we mainly focus on the recent

use of genetically encoded NM sensors, which is exploding,

and judging by the rapid growth of their mention in preprints, a

major bolus of discovery is coming in which the advantages of

optical measurements—the enhanced spatiotemporal scales

on which measurements are possible—will be fully exploited.

The most optimized and earliest NM/NT sensors are those for

DA and glutamate, and it is worth considering what has been

learned by their use. This is particularly fruitful because chemical,

electrochemical, or electrophysiological methods have long ex-

isted for monitoring release of these molecules; therefore, one

can examine how the use of optical sensors has facilitated dis-

covery.What follows is a brief, and by nomeans comprehensive,

presentation of some of the classes of discoveries propelled by

optical examination of activity to NM neurons and NM release.

For DA, the ease of use of optical sensors, the ability to finely

target structures within the brain, and the feasibility to chronically

image across the full course of the behavioral learning permits

examination of changes of dopaminergic neuron activity and

DA release in multiple brain areas in a manner that was theoret-

ically possible but experimentally challenging with older

methods (e.g., see Heymann et al., 2020; Mohebi et al., 2019;

Robinson et al., 2019; de Jong et al., 2019; Augustine et al.,

2019 for a small subset of such studies). Therefore, we now bet-

ter understand that DA release in subregions of the dorsal and
ventral striatum as well as across other brain areas differentially

encodes reward expectation, action, action outcome, and sen-

sory salience and how such signals vary across conditions (Lutas

et al., 2019; Yuan et al., 2019; Menegas et al., 2017; Hamilos

et al., 2020; Howe and Dombeck, 2016; Howe et al., 2019). Inter-

estingly, similar regional specialization of dopaminergic neuron

activity and signal is found in fruit files (May et al., 2020; Handler

et al., 2019; Cohn et al., 2015).

A clear demonstration of what can be gained from the use of

fluorescent DA sensors is found in Lutas et al. (2019), which per-

formed simultaneousmonitoring of DA levels with dLight and op-

tical fibers implanted in the basolateral amygdala (BLA) and nu-

cleus accumbens (NAc) of individual mice performing a task

(their Figure 4). Reward-conditioned cues increase DA levels in

both structures with strong trial-to-trial correlations in signal

amplitude. However, cues that predicted aversive outcomes

increased DA in BLA and decreased it in NAc, with no trial-to-trial

anticorrelation of the signal amplitudes. Such an experiment with

simultaneous DA monitoring at two sites on the same side of the

brain was extremely difficult with older technologies. The simul-

taneous nature of the recording permits trial-by-trial analysis of

signal correlations, which allows one to infer features of the un-

derlying neurocircuitry—the reward-predicting DA released

from VTA inputs to NAc and BLA must be under common circuit

control, whereas the oppositely signed aversive-outcome pre-

dicting signals are likely under independent control (as opposed

to the BLA signaling reflecting suppression of the source of

NAc DA).

Other studies exploit the temporal resolution and high sensi-

tivity of DA measurements to directly examine DA ‘‘ramping’’

and accumulation during reward approach and action initiation,

as suggested by previous electrical measurements (Howe et al.,

2013; Mohebi et al., 2019; Hamilos et al., 2020). On the opposite

end of the spectrum, chronic recording in individual animals re-

veals diurnal variations in NM levels across brain states as well

as the continuous evolution of DA-dependent signaling as an an-

imal learns a task (Dong et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2019).

For glutamate, NT sensors provide functionality that was diffi-

cult to achieve with electrophysiological measurements of syn-

aptic currents or optical measurements of post-synaptic activity.

In particular, the advantages are clear for in vivo use, where long-

term measurements of synaptic currents are difficult for simulta-

neously monitoring release at multiple synapses and for probing

the quantal nature of synaptic transmission at arbitrarily chosen

synapses (as opposed to the one for which minimal stimulation

could be achieved by placement of a stimulating electrode). Op-

tical measurements of glutamate release at individual synapses

were previously achieved with minimal stimulation or two-

photon imaging of active dendritic spines (e.g., Sabatini et al.,

2002; Oertner et al., 2002; Nimchinsky et al., 2004; MacAskill

et al., 2012; Higley et al., 2009; Stricker et al., 1996; Bolshakov

and Siegelbaum, 1995). Now the use of widely expressed fluo-

rescent glutamate sensors with high spatiotemporal resolution

imaging permits simultaneous analysis of many synapses or

long-term analyses of a few synapses with relative ease. This

permits both an understanding of heterogeneity of modulation

within a synaptic population, linking quantal release properties

to mechanisms of plasticity and disease, and direct observation
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of biophysical changes to glutamate update and diffusion (He-

lassa et al., 2018; Kazemipour et al., 2019; Sakaki et al., 2020;

Vevea and Chapman, 2020; Kopach et al., 2020; Barnes et al.,

2020; Soares et al., 2019; Rama et al., 2019; Koch et al., 2018;

Armbruster et al., 2016; Hikima et al., 2016; Borghuis

et al., 2013).

OUTLOOK

We are at a new age of NMmeasurement across various tempo-

ral and spatial scales. A close collaboration between sensor de-

velopers and end-users is needed to identify major applications

and technical barriers to motivate and guide future sensor devel-

opment and optimization. Thus, for each NM there is no one

sensor that can fit all applications, and robust in vivo monitoring

of NM release can still present challenges. This is true even for

monitoring DA with dLight1 or a GRAB family sensor—the

most broadly utilized NM sensors for in vivo monitoring with

two-photon microscopy or fiber photometry. For example,

nearly all studies of DA have focused on dorsal and ventral stria-

tum brain regions where dopaminergic innervation is dense and

findings are well-supported with pre-existing theories about the

function of DA release. However, DA is released in numerous

other brain regions, such as prefrontal cortex, substantia nigra,

hippocampus, basolateral amygdala, and thalamus, where

dopaminergic innervation is relatively sparse. In these areas,

DA is thought to be equally important in inducing cellular, circuit,

and behavior plasticity, but the mechanisms and timing of its

release have not yet been explored broadly or are just beginning

to be explored (Lutas et al., 2019) due to challenges imposed by

sensor sensitivity.

In many brain areas, multiple NMs are released in a spatiotem-

porally overlapping manner and often co-released with other

NMs/NTs, such that sensors with greater molecular specificity,

for example, a DA sensor with ablated norepinephrine binding,

are essential. Furthermore, to understand the functional hetero-

geneity of NM release mechanisms, including traditional action-

potential vesicular release but also potentially action-potential-

independent or dendritic release, we need to push the imaging

resolution and sensor targeting to the subcellular level. These

unsolved biological questions drive optimization of the intrinsic

properties of NM/NT sensors and require matching sensor prop-

erties with the SNR and spatiotemporal resolution necessary for

each experiment. Therefore, iterative improvement of current

and future sensors will greatly expand the scope of applications

in revealing spatiotemporal dynamics of NM release across brain

regions in various model organisms, including non-human pri-

mates and other typically genetically intractable species.

As the toolbox of genetically encoded optical sensors con-

tinues to grow, it is desirable to use several sensors at the

same time to simultaneously dissect the functions and interac-

tions of multiple brain circuits. This requires additional, non-

GFP-based sensor variants, including some that fluoresce at

shorter or longer wavelengths. Red-shifted probes have the

further advantage of fluorescing at wavelengths that suffer less

from scattering and absorption, allowing for deeper and more

efficient imaging in vivo. Red and yellow versions of the geneti-

cally encoded DA sensor dLight1 have been developed, which
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allows multiplexed imaging of DA release either with neuron-

type-specific calcium or glutamatemonitoring. A new generation

of highly sensitive red-shifted NM sensors, however, requires an

effort to significantly improve existing and to identify new red FPs

that are as bright and reliable as GFP. Together with the effort to

expand GPCR- and PBP-based sensors to recognize more NMs

and peptides, these red-shifted probes will create rich new op-

portunities for minimally invasive, multiplexed imaging of neuro-

chemical signaling dynamics in complex systems in the normal

brain as well as in disease states, in which many different cell

types and signaling events interact and contribute to pathology.
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